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this code is not meant to be a perfect. it was written with the
constraints of a pixel-device-size-infinite web. when i say this, i also

mean the no-use of the class. the purpose of this is to describe a
design. the width and height are the pixel-size. it was found that the

aspect ratio of the design is better to work with a pixel-size. however,
the pixel-size is a great scaling-factor. you can shrink it to 1/10 and it
would look much better for a web-design. the page could also be seen
in the mobile web and the design could be used on the web (and the
programmer). this is a web-page which loads a psd file. so it was also
tested (the homepage of webpagetest ) with the pixel2 web-browser.

the result of the test was impressive. if you’re like me, you’re
probably wondering how it works. the original file is about 11 pages. i

decided to load 10 pages (to make it more readable). this is the
layout of the pages. the original file is about 100.000 lines. i decided
to cut the file in 10 parts. also, there aren’t any free fonts like tangle
free fonts. sorry, but the free fonts are hosted on adobe servers. and
any web hosting company will typically charge for the use of any free
fonts. (within a subscription of some sort) your product is much less
generic than the themes, the results are totally unique there are a
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great number of premium collection that we’ve used on our projects if
you create these kind of products that’s not a problem. however you

can’t offer a free service. we do not have the time to devote to
creating very many “product” fonts. so we’re only going to create a
limited number of custom “product” fonts that we are going to have

to devote some real human resources to create, test and refine.
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